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SuperNova Magnifier 

Part code:  S-SN-M 
SuperNova Magnifier CD single user licence 

 

Description 

Customisable magnification for people with mild sight loss or low vision.  Ideal for public access 
environments & organisations. 

True Font Technology effortlessly magnifies direct 2D applications such as Internet Explorer, non-standard 
aspect ratios and vertical or diagonal text. You can show magnification full screen, split screen and fixed 
window or as a movable magnifying glass. The rest of the screen shows the original unmagnified application 
to keep context clear. The magnifier view can be resized and repositioned so you can quickly and easily 
control where on screen the magnifier appears. 

Automatic tracking magnifies the action so you can see what you are doing at all times. As you move your 
mouse pointer, type in text, or tab between links - magnifier follows seamlessly so you can always see where 
you are working.  

Smooth panning for even the least steady hands. Simple keystrokes gently slide the magnifier: up, down, left 
or right.  

Available in a range of flexible multiple user licence options and fully compatible with the most popular 
Windows platforms, including Terminal Server and Citrix based networks, in addition to client Windows 
installations. 
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Features 
 Crystal clear magnification enlarges documents and apps on screen up to 60-times. 

 8 magnifier views keep magnified and unmagnified content in perspective. 

 Automatic tracking, hundreds of resizable mouse pointers and fonts and the dedicated Doc Reader 

make reading comfortable for business or pleasure. 

 Magnifies text images and controls from 1.2 all the way up to 60-times. 

 4 popular mouse pointer colour schemes or create your own scheme 

 Margin release shows how close the magnifier is to the edge of the real screen ideal for people with 

restricted peripheral vision 

 Line view smoothly scrolls documents and web pages across a single line so you can sit back and 

enjoy reading without the distraction of screen clutter 

 Supports multiple monitors 

 

System Requirements:  
Can be installed on wide and local area networks 
Some specific Citrix & Terminal Server Environments 
Windows 7 (32-bit editions) 
Windows 7 (64-bit client editions) 
Windows 8 
Windows XP Home (with Service Pack 2 or later) 
Windows XP Pro (with Service Pack 2 or later) 

Dolphin is only able to offer product support for SuperNova installations in Citrix & Terminal Server 
environments where a Citrix Support Package has been purchased (Part no. S-SN-ASC).  


